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and Induced Pluripotent Stem cell-derived Cardiac Progenitor 
Cells requires serum and is directed via PI3′K pathways
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2Department of Veterans Affairs, Northern California Health Care System, Mather, CA

Abstract

Background—The limited regenerative capacity of cardiac tissue has long been an obstacle to 

treating damaged myocardium. Cell-based therapy offers an enormous potential to the current 

treatment paradigms. However, the efficacy of regenerative therapies remains limited by inefficient 

delivery and engraftment. Electrotaxis, electrically guided cell movement, has been clinically 

utilized to improve recovery in a number of tissues, but has not been investigated for treating 

myocardial damage.

Objectives—The goal of the study is to test the electrotactic behaviors of several types of cardiac 

cells.

Methods—Cardiac Progenitor Cells (CPCs), Cardiac Fibroblasts (CFs), and human induced 

Pluripotent Stem cell-derived Cardiac Progenitor Cells (hiPSC-CPCs) were used.

Results—CPCs and CFs electrotax towards the anode of a direct current electric field (EF), while 

hiPSC-CPCs electrotax toward the cathode. The voltage-dependent electrotaxis of CPCs and CFs 

requires the presence of serum in the media. Addition of soluble vascular cell adhesion molecule 

(sVCAM) to serum-free media restores directed migration. We provide evidence that CPC and CF 

electrotaxis is mediated through phosphatidylinositide 3-kinases (PI3′K) signaling. In addition, 

Very Late Antigen-4 (VLA4), an integrin and growth factor receptor, is required for electrotaxis 

and localizes to the anodal edge of CPCs in response to direct current EF. HiPSC-derived CPCs do 

not express VLA4, migrate toward the cathode in a voltage-dependent manner, and similar to 

CPCs and CFs require media serum and PI3′K activity for electrotaxis.
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Conclusion—The electrotactic behaviors of these therapeutic cardiac cells may be utilized for 

improving cell-based therapy for recovering function in damaged myocardium.

Keywords

Electrotaxis; Cardiac progenitor cells; Cardiac fibroblasts; Human induced pluripotent stem cells; 
Soluble vascular cell adhesion molecule; Phosphatidylinositide 3-kinases

INTRODUCTION

Electrically guided migration, electrotaxis, is an important migratory mechanism involved in 

wound repair in multiple tissue types,1–3 however, the role of electrotaxis in cardiac tissue 

remains largely unexplored. The migratory mechanisms of cardiac cells are especially 

relevant in cell-based therapies for recovery of cardiac function after injury. Indeed, wound 

electric fields are generated after myocardial infarction (MI) and have been recorded in large 

animal ST elevation MI as high as 38 V/cm.4 Several cell types are currently being 

investigated for their potential roles in cardiac regeneration, including human induced 

pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) and adult cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) which are positive 

for c-kit (Cluster of Differentiation CD117) and negative for lineage markers (c-kit+/Lin

−)).5 C-kit+ cells have been the focus of extensive research.5,6 While their role as significant 

source of cardiomyocytes remains controversial,7,8 c-kit expressing cardiac cells’ ability to 

differentiate down several cardiac specific lineages including endothelial cells,7,9 smooth 

muscle cells,10 and cardiac myocytes10,11 makes them an important target for regenerative 

therapy.

Recent studies on electrotaxis have shown that receptor-ligand interactions are necessary for 

response to electric stimulation and extracellular chemical signaling is required for 

electrotaxis in multiple cell types. The salience of receptor-ligand interaction as an 

electrotaxis mechanism has been demonstrated using in vitro electrotaxis models of serum 

dependence,12 ligand replacement,13 and asymmetrical distribution of receptors during cell 

polarization.14 Although electrotaxis in cardiac cells has not been described, CPCs express 

an integrin subunit, integrin β-1, that localizes to the leading edge of electrotaxing 

keratocytes.15 The mouse homologue, integrin β-1, is a subunit of Very Late Antigen-4 

(VLA4 or α4β1 integrin) which has been shown to drive chemotactic migration in CPCs.16

Therefore, the goal of the current study is to test the responses of adult CPCs and hiPSC-

derived CPCs (hiPSC-CPCs) to electric field (EF) and to determine the underlying 

mechanisms. Thymocyte antigen 1 (Thy 1.2 or CD90.2)-positive cardiac fibroblasts (CFs) 

are also used for comparison. Here we show that serum dependence of electrotaxis signaling 

is common to multiple cardiac cell types as well as that of hiPSC-CPCs. Additionally, the 

interactions between soluble vascular adhesion molecule (sVCAM) and VLA4 is necessary 

and sufficient for the activation of phosphatidylinositide 3-kinases (PI3′K)-mediated 

electrotaxis in CPCs and CFs. These insights may provide novel paradigms to enhance cell-

based therapy for heart disease.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments were performed in compliance with a University of California, Davis Animal 

Care and Use Committee approved protocol and conform the NIH guidelines for the care 

and use of laboratory animals. Detailed Materials and Methods are provided in the Online 

Supplement.

Cell isolation and culture

Supplemental Figure 1 is a diagram depicting the isolation of CPCs (c-kit+, lin−) and CFs as 

well as differentiation of hiPSC-CPCs and selection for human c-kit expression.11,17 A 

conditional knockout of Integrin α4 gene (ITGA4) was induced as previously described18 in 

age-matched, male, Mx.cre+α4flox/flox C57BL/6 mice. Anesthesia for terminal surgery 

includes ketamine (50–80 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg).

Experimental setup

Migration velocity and directedness scores were determined as previously described.12 

Velocity and total displacement of the cell was calculated and the angle of displacement 

relative to the EF plane was determined (θ). Directedness was calculated (cosine θ) and 

directedness towards the cathode receives a score of 1 and towards the anode receives a 

score of −1.

RESULTS

CPCs migrate towards the anode in a voltage-dependent manner

The electrotaxis of native, adult CPCs (c-kit+, lin−) was investigated using an ex vivo, 

unexpanded cell population to avoid unintended alterations in culture. Figure 1A–B is a 

diagram depicting a custom-designed electrotaxis chamber. Bright-field time-lapse 

microscopy was used to record the migration. The directedness of cell migration in the EF 

was voltage-dependent and directed towards the anode within the tested range (0–12 

volts/cm (V/cm)) with the highest level at 10 and 12 V/cm. A negligible level of 

directedness towards the cathode was shown at 0 V/cm and significantly lower than that at 

the 8 V/cm condition (p<0.01) (Figure 1C). There was a linear relationship between 

directedness and EF strength of 0.052 degree of directedness·volt−1·cm−1 (R2 = 0.97). In 

contrast, the voltage-velocity relationship was nonlinear (Figure 1D). An example of the 

total displacement of individual cell migration is depicted by the scatter pattern in the circle 

diagram (Figure 1E) with circles delineating 500 μm and 1000 μm in a 300-minute 10 V/cm 

experiment. A bright-field image of CPCs under EF is depicted in Figure 1F.

CPC electrotaxis is serum- and sVCAM-dependent

We tested the hypothesis that CPC electrotaxis is regulated through sVCAM and VLA4 

interaction along the PI3′K pathway (Figure 2A–D). Indeed, after 30 minutes of serum free 

conditions, CPCs did not migrate towards the anode at EF of 10 V/cm; directedness was 

reduced to levels not significantly different from 0 V/cm condition (Figure 2A). However, 

the migration velocity in serum free conditions increased significantly compared to control 

media (p< 0.01; Figure 2D).
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Introducing 10 nM sVCAM to serum free media was sufficient to restore directedness to 

control levels. Moreover, inhibition of the receptor with anti-integrin α4 (ITGA4, a VLA4 

subunit) antibody lowered directedness to voltage-free levels but significantly increased the 

velocity of migration (Figure 2A, D). PI3′K is a downstream regulator of migratory 

directedness in multiple cell types.16,19,20 Treatment with an inhibitor of PI3′K, 

wortmannin, resulted in a reduction of migratory directedness to negligible levels (Figure 

2A, D).

We further used siRNA targeted against ITGA4 to knockdown ITGA4 in CPCs. We 

confirmed the knockdown of ITGA4 via qPCR (Figure 2B). CPCs treated with ITGA4 
silencing siRNA showed a 24% reduction in migratory velocity and a significant reduction 

in migratory directedness (Figure 2A, D). In contrast, cells treated with non-silencing siRNA 

electrotaxed with normal directedness under 10 V/cm.

A conditional knockout of ITGA4 mouse model (Mx.cre+α4flox/flox) was used. Electrotaxis 

of CPCs isolated from the knockout animals showed a significant reduction in electrotaxis 

towards the anode (Figure 2A). We further confirmed the significant knockdown in the 

expression of ITGA4 in the mouse heart tissues using qPCR compared to ITGA4 expression 

in Mx.cre+α4flox/flox mice without induction of Cre (p< 0.01, Figure 2C).

VLA4 localization towards the anode occurs in the absence of serum

VLA4 localization in CPCs was tested under control (Figure 2E) and EF stimulation (10 

V/cm) for 3 hours (Figure 2F). EF stimulation yielded side-specific orientation of VLA4 

towards the leading edge at the anodal side of CPCs (Figure 2F) compared to the random 

localization of VLA4 in control (0 V/cm) (Figure 2E). In the absence of serum, CPCs 

exposed to EF stimulation (10 V/cm) for 3 hours showed side-specific localization of VLA4 

towards the anode (Figure 2G–H) similar to that of CPCs in serum rich media. Analysis of 

the asymmetrical distribution of VLA4 in 10 V/cm EF showed anodal localization with 

asymmetrical index (AI) of 0.145 ± 0.051 and 0.246 ± 0.077 for serum free and serum 

conditions, respectively, compared to −0.015±0.044 in the 0 V/cm condition (Figure 2I, see 

Detailed Online Materials and Methods). CPCs also maintained expression of c-kit in the 

absence and presence of EF stimulation, with or without serum in the growth media.

CFs migrate toward the anode in a voltage-dependent manner

Using a similar ex vivo model, CFs also electrotaxed towards the anode in a voltage-

dependent manner using the tested range of 0–8 V/cm with the highest level of directedness 

at 8 V/cm (Figure 3A and Supplemental Video 1). EF strength of 10 V/cm was tested but 

resulted in cell damage and death and was not used further. A negligible level of 

directedness towards the anode was observed at 0 V/cm (Supplemental Video 2). The 

voltage-directedness relationship in CFs is roughly linear with a 0.13 unit of 

directedness·volt−1·cm−1 (R2= 0.86, Figure 3A). However, the relationship between voltage 

and velocity was nonlinear (Figure 3B). The total cell displacement from the initial cell 

coordinates is depicted in Figure 3C. CFs are larger than CPCs or hiPS-CPCs and have more 

cytoplasm per cell (Figure 3D). As an internal control, EF orientation was reversed after 2 
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hours of electrotaxis showing that CF directedness was towards the anode both before and 

after the reorientation of the EF (Supplemental Figure 2).

CF Electrotaxis is serum- and sVCAM-dependent

The serum dependence of CF electrotaxis was demonstrated with a total loss of migratory 

directedness in the absence of serum (Figure 3E). However, the migration velocity in serum 

free conditions increased significantly (Figure 3F). Application of 10 nM sVCAM to serum 

free media restored directedness to control media levels. PI3′K inhibition with wortmannin 

abolished the migratory directedness of CFs. Contrasting to the loss of adhesion seen in 

CPCs after wortmannin exposure, CFs maintained adherence to the matrigel substrate.

The application of anti-ITGA4 antibody to CFs showed a reversal of migratory directedness 

to 0.15 ± 0.056 towards the cathode. This reversed directedness was significantly different 

from 0 V/cm EF stimulation (p< 0.001) and had a directedness that was between and 

statistically different from 4 and 6 V/cm field strengths (Figure 3A and E). CFs isolated 

from Mx.cre+α4flox/flox mice showed a significant loss of migratory directedness with a 

score which is not significantly different from the 0 V/cm (Figure 3E). Similar to CPCs, CFs 

also responded to the knockdown of ITGA4 and wortmannin treatment with significant 

increases in velocity of migration (Figure 3F).

hiPS-CPCs Migrate Towards the Cathode in a Voltage-Dependent manner

In contrast to CPCs and CFs, the electrotaxis response of hiPSC-CPCs was directed toward 

the cathode in a voltage-dependent manner within the tested range (0–8 V/cm, Figure 4A). 

Voltage-directedness relationship was best described by an exponential function: y = 

0.0039ex/1.63821 (R2= 0.99). The voltage-velocity relationship in hiPSC-CPCs is nonlinear 

(Figure 4B). The complex behavior of individual cell migration is depicted by the scatter 

pattern shown in the circle diagram (Figure 4C) while a bright-field image of hiPSC-CPCs 

in culture is depicted in Figure 4D.

HiPSC-CPC electrotaxis is serum dependent

The serum dependence of hiPSC-CPC electrotaxis was supported by the reduced 

directedness of migration in the absence of serum (p<0.05, Figure 4E). PI3′K was also 

necessary for directed migration as the addition of the inhibitor, wortmannin, significantly 

reduced directedness (Figure 4E). Similar to CPCs, hiPSC-CPCs also responded to the 

absence of serum and wortmannin treatment with significant increases in velocity of 

migration (Figure 4F). However, unlike CPCs and CFs, hiPS-CPCs do not express VLA4. 

This was confirmed using immunofluorescence confocal imaging using anti-ITGA4 

antibodies and qPCR. Human coronary endothelial cells (hEC) and hiPSCs were used as 

positive and negative controls, respectively21 (Figure 4G–H). We also tested the 

differentiation ability of hiPSC-CPCs into cardiomyocytes by quantifying the expression of 

myosin heavy chain (MHC) using differentiation protocol as described in one recent study in 

induced-CPCs (iCPCs) where ~13% of iCPCs are c-kit+.22 Supplementary Figure 3A shows 

6.5 ± 0.3% MHC positivity after 20 days of differentiation.
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The lamellipodia CPCs, CFs, and hiPSC-CPCs are organized towards the leading edges of 

electrotaxing cells with CPCs and CFs localizing to the anodal end while hiPSC-CPCs 

localize towards the anode (Supplemental Figure 3B–D). Finally, to directly rule out that the 

EF may cause the redistribution of sVCAM, we performed western blots analyses to 

quantify the levels of sVCAM on anodal and cathodal sides in the matrigel. There are no 

differences in the localization of the sVCAM after EF stimulation (Supplemental Figure 4 

A–C).

DISCUSSION

The role of electrotaxis as a migratory stimulus in the heart has been proposed23 but has not 

been unexplored. Understanding the effects of EF and guidance mechanisms in electrically 

active tissue is imperative for directing the localization of both endogenous and exogenous 

cell-based therapy. In the current study, we demonstrate that these cells migrate in EF in a 

voltage- and serum-dependent manner with CPCs and CFs electrotaxing via sVCAM/VLA4 

signaling. Moreover, our results support the mechanistic model of receptor orientation in 

eletrotaxis (Figure 5).

Critical roles of VLA4-sVCAM and PI3′K signaling in CPC electrotaxis

CPCs migrate towards the anode under direct current EF stimulation in a voltage- and 

serum-dependent manner via VLA4-sVCAM signaling through PI3′K. Serum dependence 

for electrotaxis has been described in corneal epithelial cells12 and keratinocytes24 

indicating that extracellular chemical mediators are often required for electrotaxis. The 

removal of media serum reduced the migratory directedness of CPCs indicating that one or 

multiple serum components are necessary for migration. However, the absence of serum did 

not affect the asymmetrical distribution of the receptor VLA4 to the leading edge of CPCs 

(Figure 2E–F). The data suggest that the polarization of integrins on the membrane is 

independent of, and could precede migratory directedness and be involved in the sensing of 

the EF. Electrically stimulated asymmetrical distribution of integrins has been previously 

reported in other cell types14 but this is the first instance of such a distribution in the absence 

of migratory directedness (Figure 2A, E–I).

VLA4 is a known chemoattractant for CPCs16 and interacts with sVCAM, a soluble 

component of fetal bovine serum. While the absence of serum in the media abolished 

directedness, adding sVCAM to serum free media was sufficient to restore the migratory 

directedness to control levels (Figure 2A). Although this finding does not exclude the 

possible contribution of other chemical drivers of electrotaxis, it demonstrates the salient 

importance of sVCAM and its receptor VLA4 to electrotaxis. The critical roles of PI3′K 

were demonstrated in our study using wortmannin, which abolished migratory directedness.

Mechanistic underpinnings for CF electrotaxis

CFs play multiple roles in cardiac recovery, both providing physiological regulatory 

functions and pathological cardiac remodeling.25,26 Thy 1.2+ CFs have a strong directedness 

response and electrotax towards the anode in a voltage-dependent manner. The mechanism 

of CF electrotaxis operates along the same sVCAM-VLA4 ligand-receptor pathway as CPCs 
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with a few notable differences. The serum dependence of migration and sufficiency of 

sVCAM to restore the loss of function to control levels is similar to that of CPCs and the 

effect of PI3′K inhibition with wortmannin is also similar. However, the inhibition of VLA4 

function with anti-ITGA4 antibody reversed the direction of migration to a significant 

cathodal orientation. The presence of serum provides a number of ligands that could be 

responsible for the reversed electrotaxis which, in the absence of VLA4 activity, activates a 

normally secondary or even suppressed pathway to direct migration towards the cathode. 

Mechanisms dependent on cAMP and cGMP have been shown to direct migration in cell 

fragments in the opposite direction of the intact cell20,27 indicating that opposing 

electrotactic drivers within a cell may be the norm rather than an exception. The use of 

Mx.cre+α4flox/flox mice as a source of ITGA4 KO CFs shows that the loss of ITGA4 inhibits 

the anodal orientation of CF electrotaxis (Figure 3E).

HiPSC-CPCs electrotax towards the cathode

HiPSCs have been the focus of an ever increasing number of experimental applications as a 

model for disease, a potential source of therapeutic cells,28 and an attractive platform for 

drug screening. The availability and flexibility without the ethical predicament of embryonic 

stem cells makes it a compelling cell type and when derived into c-kit+/lin− cardiac 

progenitor cells (hiPSC-CPC), may be applied to regenerative therapy. Interestingly, hiPSC-

CPCs also respond to EF stimulation in a voltage-dependent manner but do so in the 

opposite field orientation to that of CPCs, toward the cathode. In addition, the directionality 

is the opposite of the electrotactic response of undifferentiated hiPSCs,29 however, the exact 

mechanisms underlying this difference along the differentiation process remain to be 

investigated. Similar to CPCs, hiPS-CPC electrotaxis was also shown to be serum-dependent 

and regulated by PI3′K (Figure 4E). However, hiPS-CPCs do no express VLA4 (Figure 4G–

H) and the specific factors required for electrotaxis remain to be identified. Indeed, the 

cathodal migration of hiPS-CPCs may be utilized for in vivo cardiac injury models because 

the center of tissue damage has been reported to generate a local cathode.19

Summary and future directions

In summary, the current study demonstrates for the first time the electrotaxis behaviors of 

adult CPCs and CFs as well as that of hiPS-CPCs and provides mechanistic insights into the 

ligand-receptor dependence of EF-guided directedness in these cells. The VLA4 orientation 

in response to the EF takes place independently of the presence of the ligand but the ligand 

is required for the activation of migratory directedness. This suggests that the cells may 

sense the EF through mechanisms which are independent of soluble factors in the media but 

additional studies are required to determine the precise mechanism of EF detection. Clearly 

more research needs to be performed to identify the electrotactic response of specific cardiac 

cell populations in order to bring the potential benefits of EF therapy to cardiac tissue.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Migration chamber for in vitro electrotaxis
A) A 30.8 mm3 glass chamber is constructed using covers slips. B) Glass chamber is 

attached to a custom-designed electrotaxis apparatus and stimulated with a constant voltage 

DC power source. C) Constant EF stimulation of CPCs increased migratory directedness in a 

voltage-dependent manner towards the anode. D) Voltage vs. velocity shows nonlinear but 

significant relationship to field strength. E) Cell translocation from the origin is plotted in a 

circle diagram for CPCs at 10 V/cm for 300 min, inner and outer circles are 500 and 1000 

μm, respectively. F) Bright field image of CPCs during migration. (n=49, 81, 62, and 18 

cells for EF strengths of 0, 8, 10 and 12 V/cm, respectively; *p<0.05, †p<0.01, ‡p<0.001, 

and §p<0.0001).
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Figure 2. CPC electrotaxis is regulated via sVCAM-VLA4-PI3′K interaction
A) Directedness of CPC migration was significantly reduced using anti-ITGA4 antibody, 

siRNA against ITGA4 (ITGA4 KD), conditional knockout of ITGA4 (ITGA4 Flox KO), 

wortmannin, and serum free conditions. In contrast, directedness of CPC migration at 10 

V/cm was not affected by non-silencing siRNA, and was restored by sVCAM (n=62, 60, 62, 

58, 145, 81, 68, and 66 cells for control media with serum, serum free media, serum free 

media with 10 nM sVCAM, after exposure to anti-ITGA4 antibody, after exposure to 

wortmannin, CPCs treated with non-silencing siRNA, CPCs treated with ITGA4 silencing 
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siRNA, and ITGA4 conditional KO, respectively). B, C) qPCR analyses demonstrating the 

reduction of ITGA4 mRNA after knockdown using siRNA and after induction of Cre 
recombinase shown as fold change (n=4–5 samples). D) Velocity of CPCs was significantly 

increased from control conditions in all treated groups with the highest velocity in the 

wortmannin treated group. E–H) Immunofluorescence confocal microscopic imaging 

showing VLA4 subunit, ITGA4, labeled with FITC (green), c-kit stained with Alexa 555 

(red) and DAPI nuclear counterstain (blue). E) Diffuse ITGA4 staining pattern in untreated 

CPC. F & G) ITGA4 localization to the anode in CPC after 3 hr treatment with 10 V/cm in 

media with and without serum, respectively. H) Effects of EF treatment without serum at 

lower magnification. I) Asymmetry index (AI) of VLA4 shows significant anodal 

distribution in 10 V/cm treatment in media without and with serum compared to 0 V/cm 

treatment (n=20 for each group) (*p<0.05, †p<0.01, ‡p<0.001, and §p<0.0001).
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Figure 3. CF electrotaxis regulated via voltage and sVCAM-VLA4-PI3′K interaction
A) Constant EF stimulation of CFs increased migratory directedness in a voltage-dependent 

manner towards the anode. B) Voltage vs. velocity show nonlinear but significant 

relationship to field strength. C) Cell translocation from the origin is plotted in a circle 

diagram under EF of 8 V/cm for 225 min. (inner and outer circles are 100 and 200 μm, 

respectively). D) Bright field image of CFs during migration. (n=45, 57, 132 and 86 cells for 

0, 4, 6, and 8 V/cm, respectively). E) Directedness of CF migration under 8 V/cm of 

constant EF stimulation was significantly reduced from control conditions in anti-ITGA4 

antibody, wortmannin, and serum free conditions and was restored by sVCAM. F) Velocity 

of CFs was significantly increased from control conditions under all other conditions (n=72, 

138, 50, 164, and 129 cells for control media with serum, serum free media, serum free 

media with 10 nM sVCAM, after exposure to anti-ITGA4 antibody, and after exposure to 

wortmannin, respectively. *p<0.05, †p<0.01, ‡p<0.001, and §p<0.0001).
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Figure 4. hiPS-CPC electrotaxis is regulated via voltage and serum-PI3′K interaction
A) Constant EF stimulation of hiPS-CPCs increased migratory directedness in a voltage- 

dependent manner towards the cathode. B) Voltage vs. velocity shows nonlinear but 

significant relationship to field strength (n=117, 71, 106, and 76 cells for 0, 4, 6, and 8 

V/cm, respectively for Panels A–B). C) Cell translocation from the origin is plotted in a 

circle diagram under 8 V/cm constant EF stimulation for 180min (inner and outer circles are 

75 and 150 μm, respectively). D) Bright field image of hiPS-CPCs during migration 

experiments. E) Directedness of hiPS-CPC migration under 8 V/cm EF stimulation was 

significantly reduced from control conditions in both wortmannin and serum free conditions. 

F) Velocity of hiPS-CPCs was significantly increased from control conditions in serum free 
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media and after application of wortmannin (n=76, 58, and 40 for control media with serum, 

serum free media, and after exposure to wortmannin, respectively). G) Absence of VLA4 

subunit, ITGA4, labeled with FITC (green) and DAPI nuclear counterstain (blue) in hiPS-

CPCs. H) Absence of ITGA4 in hiPS-CPCs confirmed through qPCR analyses. Fold change 

for transcript expression of ITGA4 for coronary endothelial cell (hEC), hiPSC, and hiPS-

CPC normalized to ITGA4 expression in hiPSC. The housekeeping gene, GAPDH, was used 

to control for loading (*p<0.05, †p<0.01, ‡p<0.001, and §p<0.0001).
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Figure 5. Summary of proposed mechanisms for CPC electrotaxis
Phase 1: VLA4 localization in the EF. Phase 2: Increased VLA4-sVCAM interactions on the 

leading edge, Phase 3: PI3′K phosphorylation activity, Phase 4: Migration towards the 

Anode in the constant EF.
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